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China Charges India With Creating Tension

PEKING, Aug. 3 (Reuters) - China has charged India with "deliberately creating tension in disregard of the Chinese Government's repeated assurances along the disputed Sino-Indian borders."

The charge was made in a strong protest note reported here last night over two alleged Indian troop intrusions last July and August.

Chinese News Agency again denied Indian reports of Chinese troop concentrations along the border, saying they were "already analysed rumour." China's protest over the two alleged Indian troop intrusions last July and August was said to be handled by the Foreign Ministry, said in a statement...
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TERMS CHINESE "ONT TEST BAN FABRICATION"

Chinese Leader Accused
Trying To Hide Refusal
To Sign Test Ban Accord

MOSCOW, Sunday, Aug. 13 (EPA).—The Soviet Government has accused the US of making up "false statements" to the effect that "the Chinese government is not willing to sign the nuclear test ban accord unless the US agrees to it first." The Chinese government has not yet responded to the Soviet charge.

Some Western diplomats, who were present at the US-Western talks in Paris, said that the Chinese government intended to sign the nuclear test ban accord soon. They said that the Chinese government had been negotiating with the US and other Western countries on this issue for the past few weeks. The US and other Western countries were also negotiating on this issue with the Chinese government.

The US-Western talks in Paris were aimed at resolving the issue of the nuclear test ban accord. The US and other Western countries were negotiating with the Chinese government to sign the nuclear test ban accord. The Chinese government was negotiating with the US and other Western countries to sign the nuclear test ban accord.
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